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Abstract

We report about several experiments on applying mixed real-
ity technology in the context of accessing collective memories
from atomic bombs, Holocaust and Second World War. We
discuss the impact of Virtual Reality, Augmented Virtuality
and Augmented Reality for specific memorial locations. We
show how to use a virtual studio for demonstrating an aug-
mented reality application for a specific location in a remote
session within a video conference. Augmented Virtuality is
used to recreate the local environment, thus providing a con-
text and helping the participants recollect emotions related to
a certain place. This technique demonstrates the advantages of
using virtual (VR) and augmented (AR) reality environments
for rapid prototyping and pitching project ideas in a live remote
setting.
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Introduction

One of the common applications of mixed reality environ-
ments is prototyping of both software and hardware prod-
ucts. Showing a designed, but not manufactured, product
in a real environment can be useful for collecting feedback
in early stages of development. According to the extended
mixed reality taxonomy presented by Paul Milgram and Fu-
mio Kishino [6], mixed reality encompasses different com-
binations of real and virtual environments, including aug-
mented reality (virtual content placed over a real environ-
ment), and augmented virtuality (real content placed over a
virtual environment). In case with prototyping, an augmented
virtuality environment (for instance, recreated through a vir-
tual TV studio with a green screen setup) can demonstrate
a nonexistent environment or a missing object that has been
used in the development process in combination with simu-
lations [8, 2]. Furthermore, with the recent developments of
mixed reality technologies, both augmented reality (AR) and
augmented virtuality (AV) environments could be used for
pitching similar applications. For instance, augmented reality
applications can be best represented in the environments they
are meant to be used in, but in a demonstration over a remote
video conference such context might be unavailable due to
both physical or financial restrictions.

An overview on how to use different variations of mixed
reality environments in context of cultural heritage is given
in [1]. Augmented reality can be used to place interviews
with contemporary witnesses of the Holocaust into current
location like a living room, creating the feeling of closeness
and authenticity [5]. Additionally the mixed reality space can
be enhanced with animations, such as flying war bombers or
snow, adding dramatic effects and providing emotional con-
text to an interview [12]. Historical sites can show missing
buildings using augmented reality [7]. Voices, images and
video can be embedded into the actual historical location, cre-
ating another information layer.

Augmented virtuality environments have been also used to
enhance remote collaboration with mobile devices by provid-
ing photospherical imagery of the context either from an ac-
tual space or virtual space [9].

When showing the use of VR or AR applications, it is im-
portant to not only to show the egocentric view of the po-
tential user but also to show the user interaction within the
virtual (or real) environment [3]. This exocentric view can
be rendered using an external tracked camera which uses the
scene from the application. All those renderings can be used
in a live setting.

Augmented Virtuality - Atomic Morphology

The original installation Alpha Decay 7: To erase memories
was produced and exhibited at TJ in CHINA Project Space
in Beijing, China in 2012. The drawings were based on the
voice vibration of interviews the artist made with people that
have survived the atomic bombing in Japan [11, chapter 11,
12, and 13]. Five years later, the work was reinstalled in the
virtual reality in which the artist revisited his memory and
created a virtual object to investigate how his memory of
working with these stories morphed and shaped his present
self in atomic level. The recording took place at a virtual stu-
dio as seen in Figure 1. The artist draws a 3D sculpture in
a narrow cube using scanned paper drawing from the Alpha
Decay 7: To erase memories installation. Finally after the
drawing is finished, he destroys his context by throwing away
the walls of the cube. The recording was a live performance.

The idea of the second art experiment as seen in Figure 2
is to take images from the archive of the Erinnerungsort [10]
and place them in a video performance into the virtual space
and drawing lines symbolizing the connections of memories.
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Figure 1: Augmented Virtuality: The artist is drawing a virtual 3D painting in the virtual studio. He sees his drawing through a
HMD, while recording was done with an external camera to combine the virtual and real space to one image.

An underlying interview of a survivor of the Holocaust recre-
ates the historical context.

The background of this experiment is that dealing with
tragic memories, which had an impact in the world history, is
difficult. Either only specific memories of individuals can be
shown or the compiled dramatic situation of the past becomes
abstract without emotional binding. In the past, the artist
Shinpei Takeda did interviews with survivors of the atomic
bombs in Japan. One very specific, personal skill from him is
to draw audio waves (from the interviews) with a brush sim-
ilar to Japanese calligraphy (Shodō). This is his way to deal
with his memories from the interviews. Here he worked in
a rather monotone virtual environment with one of his actual
sculptures. In that monotone environment, he used Google
Tiltbrush1 to create a virtual sculpture and used the Tiltbrush
functions to import images from the Erinnerungsort archive.
The artist interacted and placed the images on his temporary
sculpture. The results show how to work with images as the
artist hears the interviews, it created a suitable environment
of access to the stories of other individual. This was also pos-
sible because virtual space provided temporary a timeless and
spaceless dimensions that are identical to the world of mem-
ory. Being able to interact with the photographs in a virtual
space added different type of familiarity to the images than
looking at them on a flat screen.

1www.tiltbrush.com

Augmented Reality - Inside the actual

memorial site

Inside the Holocaust memorial Erinnerungsort Düsseldorf, in
a seemingly sterile environment, one easily forgets that horri-
ble things happened right at that place. The leading question
was how do you visualize it and how do you reveal this emo-
tionally charged memory. Using a sound activated brush, the
artist Shinpei Takeda created a virtual sculpture as if memo-
ries emerge out of the database computers, where all the inter-
views and archival information are kept (see Figure 2). The
main idea and question is: ”Do memories stay connected to a
place, and how can we visualize it?”. After investigating the
stories of the survivors of the memorial site Erinnerungsort in
a virtual studio, it became important to do the experiments at
the actual site of the memorial Erinnerungsort.

By creating a custom paint brush tool for augmented real-
ity that vibrates according to the sound, the artist had a tool at
hand with which he can directly intervene on the historically
and emotionally charged place, almost in a way that graffiti
artists do to the urban environment. In doing so, the goal was
to experiment with a virtual intervention at a place that is to
be handled with care. A virtual reality headset was brought to
the site along with a computer to draw with the custom brush.
The headset (Vive Pro) was used with its pre-installed camera
in augmented reality mode, so that the artist could actually see
the environment while intervening at the memorial site. The
audio used was the interview sound of Mrs. Margot Cohen
Goldberg, a Jewish woman who had actually stayed at this
slaughterhouse before getting transported to Lodz ghetto in
Poland in 1942. Three experiments took place: one outside,
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Figure 2: Augmented Virtuality: Using a virtual studio not only the virtual art installation can be seen, but also the artist
interacting with his own sculpture and images from the memorial database.

Figure 3: Augmented Reality: A virtual interactive painting that vibrates to the sound of interviews with Holocaust survivors
was projected into the real memorial site.
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one inside and another one in the underground level where
the archival database was located. The system was developed
using Unity, SteamVR and the Vive SRWorks SDK. The SR-
Works SDK [4] was used to integrate the front facing camera
of the Vive Pro into the Unity Engine. In Unity a virtual re-
ality scene was running where the user could use the above
described audio-reactive paint brush. The interview sounds
were integrated in the scene and acted as the audio source for
the brush.

Results were a series of virtual sculptures at the site that
interacted with the architecture of the place and in essence at-
tempted to reveal stored memories. It created a difference for
the artist to work at the actual place, than creating a piece
at a completely virtual environment. The interview sound
from the archive activated the lines of sculptures and made
the models more intensive and sometimes stressful as to re-
veal the inhumane nature of the memory. The video of the
performance showed the graphics layer always on top, there-
fore in some situations the depth occlusion was not correct.

Augmented Reality - Using AR to conserve

narratives of war survivors

In collaboration with the German public broadcasting station
WDR and the VFX company Lavalabs (www.lavalabs.de) an
AR application was developed in which survivors of the Sec-
ond World War got the chance to tell their own stories. The
intention was to make their personal history accessible, per-
sistent and comprehensible to users who have difficulties in
relating to these memories, e. g. digital natives, or to people
who are generally interested to experience stories in a more
immersive way. AR provides us with new ways to tell sto-
ries about the past in an empathetic way by augmenting the
narration with audio-visual assets. Contemporary witnesses
of the Second World War will be less and less able to report
their experiences. AR offers the possibility of experimental
knowledge transfer, which is able to communicate the desired
information more interactively than traditional media forms
allow. The experience of augmented illustrations can be an
effective form of knowledge transfer if the design and tech-
nical implementation is done with appropriated means. The
potentials of AR in a documentary and artistic context are
currently not well explored [12].

In order to experience the story in AR, the user can visu-
ally place the contemporary witness in his / her environment
using a mobile device. (Figure 4) When the eye witness has
been placed, the user can listen to the wartime experiences the
respective witness sitting in front of him / her went through
as a child. During the narration, the users real environment is
extended or modified by AR content that illustrates the narra-
tion (see Figure 5). For example, it is filled with dense smoke
or he / she can see sparks or WWII bombers flying through
his / her living room.

One of the characteristics of this project is that the medium
of AR differs in several aspects from traditional documentary
film and is perceived differently by the user. While looking at
a classic film, it is already predetermined how the camera is
positioned. In AR the user has the freedom to decide which
image section she / he chooses for a particular scene. The

Figure 4: The user is able to place the eye witness in his / her
environment

Figure 5: The user’s surroundings are extended in real-time
by AR elements

scene background could be freely chosen as well: The user
is able to place the eyewitness in the living room - but it is
also possible to place her, for example, in the park or on a
terrace. Therefore, the content presented needs to be designed
to work in as many different environments as possible. Since
no comparable app was available when the project started,
many of these questions were addressed experimentally and
with the help of iterative development cycles of design and
test.

The visual content for the different narrations was designed
to employ the complete range of the reality-virtuality contin-
uum to provide a maximum flexibility of the presented con-
tent. At the same time it was important not to focus the cen-
ter of attention too much on digital effects and away from
the contemporary witness’ story. Each augmented content
is adapted to the eye witness’ key experiences in the corre-
sponding story and provides different mixtures between real
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imagery and AR elements.
In few cases a complete virtual presentation was chosen

while maintaining AR tracking: For instance, when one of
the eye witnesses tells about the winter landscape in Russia,
the AR environment is slowly fading to a VR presentation of
the winter landscape in which the user can look around using
his / her mobile device - meanwhile the war survivor remains
visible in this environment and proceeds with her story. In
the further progress of the story the VR presentation fades
away and is replaced by the subsequent AR visualizations, for
example by snow which is falling in the user’s environment
or by a street canyon which is displayed on top of the real
surroundings.

During the development process it became clear that fast
previews for AR settings were crucial to estimate the impres-
sion a user gets when using the app and to support the cre-
ative process. This might be done by creating a static mock-
up, animated storyboards, 2D animatics or by building in-
teractive AR sketches. Another important aspect was how
to provide the AR narratives to impaired users. The appli-
cation provides an alternative ”screen recorded” view to see
the eye witnesses’ stories similar to a ”Let’s Play” session.
No additional voice commentary was added due to the linear
character of the story. Instead, subtitles were provided for
each narrative. Additional to a traditional touch interface, the
application can be operated by swipe gestures in voice-over-
mode and provides text-to-speech output.

A container structure is used for presenting the AR content.
This allows to extend the user experience with further narra-
tives in the future. Currently, narrations of two living friends
of Anne Frank are prepared to be part of the AR application
and are expected to be released by the end of summer 2019.
Thereafter, it is planned to record personal stories of pupils
within WWII.

The AR app is listed with the name ”WDR AR 1933-1945”
in the Apple AppStore and Google PlayStore and is available
for free for ARKit and ARCore capable devices.

A pitch for an art installation, including AR

using a video conference

Shinpei Takeda, is an independent artist based in Düsseldorf,
who has been working on a theme of memory of the atomic
bombing in Nagasaki, Japan for the last 10 years. In collabo-
ration with HSD, the artist wanted to propose a use of virtual
reality and augmented reality in general as well as a poten-
tial intervention in the hypocenter park in Nagasaki. Since
it is the original ground zero, it is also a very emotionally
and politically charged place, and any projects taking place
in the park are suspect to a high level of public scrutiny. In
order to pitch a new project in such a place, to the director of
Nagasaki Atomic Bomb Museum, the artist Shinpei Takeda
needed to demonstrate the ideas as realistically as possible
without bringing the entire team from Germany or leaving
the museum.

For pitching the art project at a specific site, which deals
with memories from history, a video conference between Ger-
many and Japan took place. A virtual studio in Germany was
used to broadcast a composite video signal. As backdrop,

Figure 6: Google Tiltbrush is used in a live setting for proto-
typing an application space. The context is given through a
panoramic image from the actual location.

spherical imagery from the actual remote place were used,
captured two days earlier with a smartphone. With a similar
setting to the mixed reality experience in [3] and the program
Tiltbrush images were placed within the space and annotated.
Figure 6 shows a screenshot of the video conference.

After introducing the project idea supported by the live
constructed imagery, a smartphone with an AR application
was shown. For the remote participant, it looked like being at
the remote site with the app, as seen in Figure 7.

Implementation

Figure 8 shows the signal flow of video and tracking data
in the virtual studio. An external hardware chroma keyer is
responsible for keying and mixing. For mixing, the video
stream from the camera and rendered graphics are used. The
rendered graphics from the software application for the HMD
must be converted, because the hardware keyer has only SDI
input. An external HMDI-SDI converter converts the video
HDMI output from the computer application to SDI. Addition-
ally to the mixed video from the keyer, an egocentric view is
captured by a video card. The egocentric view and the keyed
video are input signals for the switcher. With the switcher one
colleague in the studio was able to switch between the differ-
ent video streams and determine what was sent to the video
conference. Connected to a video server, the output video
stream was recorded on local storage. To use the video stream
as webcam input for the video conference, the signal had to be
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Figure 7: Demonstrating an AR application within augmented virtuality using a virtual studio during a video conference, the
artificial background shines through the app because the green on the screen of mobile phone gets also keyed.

converted once more. The SDI signal from the switcher was
compressed by an external converter to a more suitable and
lighter webcam stream. Via USB the video could then be used
like a webcam in the video conference software. The record-
ing took place in a green screen studio. The person show-
ing the AR application was standing in the studio and there-
fore captured the green background with the smartphone app
as well. The AR application on the smartphone showed an
augmented reality space placed within a green background.
To show the application to video conference members, the
smartphone was captured by the studio camera. The camera
was connected to the hardware chroma keyer, so not only the
green studio background, but also the green smartphone back-
ground were keyed, and the background in the studio and the
smartphone were replaced by a background image. Like this
the AR application in the smartphone was placed in the same
location depicted by the virtual background, used as if the
smartphone and its user were located at the location depicted
by the virtual background.

Discussion

Several projects were presented that either rely on or involve
some kind of previsualization in context of accessing collec-
tive memories. AR seems to be a feasible utility to focus on
the immersive aspect of memories. Interactive and / or trans-
forming elements can be produced in a way which would be
challenging by using traditional media forms. AR can be used

as a tool for artistic expressions but it is also possible to take
the role of an observer in an AR environment. A successful
communication and transfer of content that relies on memo-
ries also requires viewer’s capability for empathy and imagi-
nation. AR as a medium here facilitates this personal engage-
ment by offering strong visual and auditive stimulation which
in some cases can be also interacted with.

We have also shown that augmented reality applications
can be pitched using augmented virtuality in a virtual stu-
dio. The shown method makes it possible to demonstrate
prototypes in different environments and to change these en-
vironments easily. This reduces the time required to demon-
strate the prototype in different environments and the poten-
tial travel expenses. Artists now have a new tool for pitching
their projects in a convincing way. Also on reality-virtuality
continuum [6] (see Figure 9) an application might not be clas-
sified as one point, because a loop from one point to another
can be constructed. Participants of the video conference and
watching the recording of the pitch in Nagasaki thought first
that everything took place at the actual location and could not
believe that everything was created from scratch. The used
technology in a studio is complex, but setup can be eased with
future developments such as keying without green screen.
Mixed Reality is a powerful tool for testing and demonstra-
tion and will revolutionize the application development cycle,
including pitching project ideas.

The experiments with a virtual studio can be brought to ac-
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tual historic sides using augmented reality using similar tech-
nology but creates a higher degree of authentication. While
the setup outside of laboratories has more limitations because
not all tools can be deployed and the space is not a controlled
and freely available environment, the spirit of the location can
be captured.
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Figure 9: Mixed Reality Continuum [6] classifies Augmented Virtuality (AV) for demonstrating Augmented Reality (AR)
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